
RPG   Expectations   Tool     Do   we   show   or   do   we   tell?  

 

"For   Elendel   and   free   Elves,  
I'm   honorbound   to   see   your  

demise!"   <Roars>  
<Mimes   a   sword   lunge>  

2  
🠟  

I   shout,   "For   Elendel   and  
free   Elves!"   Then   I   roar   and  

lunge   with   my   sword.  

4  
🠟  My   character   shouts   a  

warcry,   roars,   and   a�acks.  

 

🠉  
1  

I   shout,   "For   Elendel   and  
free   Elves,   I'm   honorbound  
to   see   your   demise!"   Then   I  

roar!  
<Mimes   a   sword   lunge>  

🠉  
3  

My   character   shouts   an  
Elven   warcry   while   thinking  

of   Elendel.  
Then   they   roar   and   a�ack  

with   their   sword.  

🠉  
5  

What   motivates   the   player?  

 

Borris   tries   to   kill   the   goblins  
without   taking   any   damage  
because   he   wants   the   quest  

reward.  

2  
🠟  

Borris   tries   to   kill   the   goblins  
merely   because   his  

character   is   a   goblin   hunter.  

4  
🠟  

Borris   tries   to   kill   the   goblins  
because   it   will   be   exci�ng   to  
see   his   character   try,   even   if  

it's   nearly   impossible.  

 

🠉  
1  

Borris   tries   to   kill   the   goblins  
because   he   wants   the   quest  

reward,   but   he   wants   a  
struggle.  

🠉  
3  

Borris   tries   to   kill   the   goblins  
because   it   will   be   exci�ng   to  

see   his   character   try.  
🠉  
5  

Who   Creates   the   Situations?  

 

GM:    You're   in   Mayortown,  
where   they   love   the   mayor.  
Your   quest   is   to   find   out   how  

the   mayor   is   corrupt   and  
then   remove   him   from  

office.  

2  
🠟  

Players:    Let's   be   in  
Mayortown,   where   they   love  

the   mayor.  
GM:    Your   quest   is   to   find  

out   how   the   mayor   is  
corrupt   and   then   remove  

him   from   office.  

4  
🠟  

Players:    Let's   be   in  
Mayortown,   where   they   love  

the   mayor.   Since   he's  
corrupt,   let's   find   out   how  

he’s   corrupt   and   then   get   rid  
of   him.  

 

🠉  
1  

GM:    You're   in   a   town  
where   they   love   the   mayor.  

What's   it   called?  
Players:    Mayortown  
GM:    Your   quest   is   to   find  

out   how   the   mayor   is  
corrupt   and   then   remove  

him   from   office.  
 

🠉  
3  

Players:    Let's   be   in  
Mayortown,   where   they   love  

the   mayor.  
GM:    But   the   mayor   is  

corrupt.  
Players:    Let's   find   out  
how   he   is   corrupt   and   then  

get   rid   of   him.  
 

🠉  
5  
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